Abstract. Schedulers in randomly timed games can be classified as to whether they use timing information or not. We consider continuous-time Markov decision processes (CTMDPs) and define a hierarchy of positional (P) and historydependent (H) schedulers which induce strictly tighter bounds on quantitative properties on CTMDPs. This classification into time abstract (TA), total time (TT) and fully time-dependent (T) schedulers is mainly based on the kind of timing details that the schedulers may exploit. We investigate when the resolution of nondeterminism may be deferred. In particular, we show that TTP and TAP schedulers allow for delaying nondeterminism for all measures, whereas this does neither hold for TP nor for any TAH scheduler. The core of our study is a transformation on CTMDPs which unifies the speed of outgoing transitions per state.
Introduction
Continuous-time Markov decision processes (CTMDPs) which are also known as controlled Markov chains, have originated as continuous-time variants of finite-state probabilistic automata [1] , and have been used for, among others, the control of queueing systems, epidemic, and manufacturing processes. The analysis of CTMDPs is mainly focused on determining optimal schedulers for criteria such as expected total reward and expected (long-run) average reward, cf. the survey [2] .
As in discrete-time MDPs, nondeterminism in CTMDPs is resolved by schedulers. An important criterion for CTMDP schedulers is whether they use timing information or not. For time-bounded reachability objectives, e.g., timed schedulers are optimal [3] . For simpler criteria such as unbounded reachability or average reward, time-abstract (TA) schedulers will do. For such objectives, it suffices to either abstract the timing information in the CTMDP (yielding an "embedded" MDP) or to transform the CTMDP into an equivalent discrete-time MDP, see e.g., [4, p. 562 ] [2] . The latter process is commonly referred to as uniformization. Its equivalent on continuous-time Markov chains, a proper subclass of CTMDPs, is pivotal to probabilistic model checking [5] .
The main focus of this paper is on defining a hierarchy of positional (P) and historydependent (H) schedulers which induce strictly tighter bounds on quantitative properties on CTMDPs. This hierarchy refines the notion of generic measurable schedulers [6] . An important distinguishing criterion is the level of detail of timing information the schedulers may exploit, e.g., the delay in the last state, total time (TT), or all individual state residence times (T).
In general, the delay to jump to a next state in a CTMDP is determined by the action selected by the scheduler on entering the current state. We investigate under which conditions this resolution of nondeterminism may be deferred. Rather than focusing on a specific objective, we consider this delayed nondeterminism for generic (measurable) properties. The core of our study is a transformation -called local uniformization-on CTMDPs which unifies the speed of outgoing transitions per state. Whereas classical uniformization [7, 8, 9] adds self-loops to achieve this, local uniformization uses auxiliary copy-states. In this way, we enforce that schedulers in the original and uniformized CTMDP have (for important scheduler classes) the same power, whereas classical loopbased uniformization allows a scheduler to change its decision when re-entering a state through the added self-loop. Therefore, locally uniform CTMDPs allow to defer the resolution of nondeterminism, i.e., they dissolve the intrinsic dependency between state residence times and schedulers, and can be viewed as MDPs with exponentially distributed state residence times.
In particular, we show that TTP and TAP schedulers allow to delay nondeterminism for all measures. As TTP schedulers are optimal for time-bounded reachability objectives, this shows that local uniformization preserves the probability of such objectives. Finally, we prove that TP and TAH schedulers do not allow for delaying nondeterminism. This results in a hierarchy of time-dependent schedulers and their inclusions. Moreover, we solve an open problem in [3] concerning TAP schedulers.
The paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 introduces CTMDPs and a general notion of schedulers which is refined in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4, we define local uniformization and prove its correctness. Sec. 5 summarizes the main results and Sec. 6 proves that deferring nondeterministic choices induces strictly tighter bounds on quantitative properties.
Continuous-time Markov decision processes
We consider CTMDPs with finite sets S = {s 0 , s 1 , . . . } and Act = {α, β , . . . } of states and actions; Distr(S ) and Distr(Act) are the respective sets of probability distributions.
Definition 1 (Continuous-time Markov decision process).
A continuous-time Markov decision process (CTMDP) is a tuple C = (S , Act, R, ν) where S and Act are finite, nonempty sets of states and actions, R : S × Act × S → Ê ≥0 is a three-dimensional rate matrix and ν ∈ Distr(S ) is an initial distribution. 
The probability space
In a CTMDP C = (S , Act, R, ν), a finite path π of length n (denoted |π| = n) is a sequence π = s 0 
The path π is built by a state and a sequence of combined transitions from the set Ω = Act × Ê ≥0 × S : It is the
Thus Paths n (C ) = S ×Ω n yields the set of paths of length n in C and analogously, Paths
and Paths(C ) denote the sets of finite, infinite and all paths of C . We use abs(π) = s 0
− −− → s n to refer to the time-abstract path induced by π and define Paths n abs (C ) accordingly. For simplicity, we omit the reference to C wherever possible. Events in C are measurable sets of paths; as paths are sequences of combined transitions, we first define the σ -field F = σ F Act × B(Ê ≥0 ) × F S on subsets of Ω where F S = 2 S and F Act = 2 Act . Based on (Ω , F), we derive the product σ -field
for paths of length n. Finally, the cylinderset construction [10] allows to extend this to a σ -field over infinite paths: A set B ∈ F Paths n is a base of the infinite cylinder
; it is required for the Lebesgue-integral in Def. 4 to be well-defined.
To define a probability measure on sets of paths, we proceed stepwise and first derive a probability measure on sets of combined transitions: Definition 3 (Probability on combined transitions). Let C =(S , Act, R, ν) be a CT-MDP and D a gm-scheduler on C . For all π ∈ Paths ⋆ (C ), define the probability mea-
Here, 
Intuitively, we measure sets of paths Π of length n by multiplying the probability As we later need to split a set of paths into a set of prefixes I and a set of suffixes Π , we define the set of path prefixes of length k > 0 by PPref k = (F S × F Act × B(Ê ≥0 )) k and provide a probability measure on its σ -field F PPref k : Definition 5 (Prefix measure). Let C = (S , Act, R, ν) be a CTMDP and D a gmscheduler on C . For I ∈ F PPref k and k > 0, define
As Pr k−1 ν,D is a probability measure, so is µ k ν,D . If I ∈ F PPref k and Π ∈ F Paths n , their concatenation is the set I × Π ∈ F Paths k+n ; its probability Pr k+n ν,D (I × Π ) is obtained by multiplying the measure of prefixes i ∈ I with the suffixes in Π :
Lemma 1 justifies to split sets of paths and to measure the components of the resulting Cartesian product; therefore, it abstracts from the inductive definition of Pr Section 2.2 defines the probability of sets of paths w.r.t. a gm-scheduler. However, this does not fully describe a CTMDP, as a single scheduler is only one way to resolve nondeterminism. Therefore we define scheduler classes according to the information that is available when making a decision. Given an event Π ∈ F Paths ω , a scheduler class induces a set of probabilities which reflects the CT-MDP's possible behaviours. In this paper, we investigate which classes in Fig. 2 preserve minimum and maximum probabilities if nondeterministic choices are delayed.
As proved in [6] , the most general class is the set of all gm-schedulers: If paths π 1 , π 2 ∈ Paths ⋆ of a CTMDP end in state s, a gm-scheduler D :
and D(π 2 , ·) over the next action, depending on the entire histories π 1 and π 2 . We call this the class of timed, history dependent (TH) schedulers.
On the contrary,
⋆ that end in the same state. As D(π, ·) only depends on the current state, it is specified by a mapping D : S → Distr(Act). For TAHOP schedulers, the decision may depend on the current state s and the length of π 1 and π 2 (hop-counting schedulers); accordingly, they are isomorphic to mappings
⋆ with abs(π 1 ) = abs(π 2 ); given history π, TAH schedulers may decide based on the sequence of states and actions in abs(π). In [3] , the authors show that TAHOP and TAH induce the same probability bounds for timed reachability which are tighter than the bounds induced by TAP.
Time-dependent scheduler classes generally induce probability bounds that exceed those of the corresponding time-abstract classes [3] : If we move from state s to s ′ , a timed positional scheduler (TP) yields a distribution over Act(s ′ ) which depends on s ′ and the time to go from s to s ′ ; thus TP extends TAP with information on the delay of the last transition.
Similarly, total time history-dependent schedulers (TTH) extend TAH with information on the time that passed up to the current state: If D ∈ T T H and π 1 , π 2 ∈ Paths ⋆ are histories with abs(π 1 )=abs(π 2 ) and ∆ (π 1 )=∆ (π 2 ), then D(π 1 , ·)=D(π 2 , ·). Note that T T H ⊆ T H, as TTH schedulers may depend on the accumulated time but not on sojourn times in individual states of the history. Generally the probability bounds of TTH are less strict than those of TH. In this paper, we focus on total time positional schedulers (TTP) which are given by mappings D : S × Ê ≥0 → Distr(Act). They are similar to TTH schedulers but abstract from the state-history.
if π 1 and π 2 end in the same state and have the same simulated time ∆ (π 1 ) = ∆ (π 2 ). TTP schedulers are of particular interest, as they induce optimal bounds w.r.t. timed reachability: To see this, consider the probability to reach a set of goal states G ⊆ S within t time units. If state s is reached via π ∈ Paths ⋆ (without visiting G), the maximal probability to enter G is given by a scheduler which maximizes the probability to reach G from state s within the remaining t − ∆ (π) time units. Obviously, a TTP scheduler is sufficient in this case. 
Def. 6 justifies to restrict the domain of the schedulers to the information the respective class exploits. In this way, we obtain the characterization in Table 1 . We now come to the transformation on CTMDPs that unifies the speed of outgoing transitions and thereby allows to defer the resolution of nondeterministic choices. 
Local uniformization
Generally, the exit rate of a state depends on the action that is chosen by the scheduler when entering the state. This dependency requires that the scheduler decides directly when entering a state, as otherwise the state's sojourn time distribution is not welldefined. An exception to this are locally uniform CTMDPs which allow to delay the scheduler's choice up to the point when the state is left:
Definition 7 (Local uniformity).
A CTMDP (S , Act, R, ν) is locally uniform iff there
In locally uniform CTMDPs the exit rates are state-wise constant with rate u(s); hence, they do not depend on the action that is chosen. Therefore locally uniform CTMDPs allow to delay the scheduler's decision until the current state is left. To generalize this idea, we propose a transformation on CTMDPs which attains local uniformity; further, in Sec. 4.2 we investigate as to which scheduler classes local uniformization preserves quantitative properties.
Definition 8 (Local uniformization).
Let C = (S , Act, R, ν) be a CTMDP and define u(s) = max{E(s, α) | α ∈ Act} for all s ∈ S . Then C = (S , Act, R, ν) is the locally uniform CTMDP induced by C where S = S · ∪S cp , S cp = {s α | E(s, α) < u(s)} and
Further, ν(s) = ν(s) if s ∈ S and 0, otherwise.
Local uniformization is done for each state s separately with uniformization rate u(s).
If the exit rate of s under action α is less than u(s), we introduce a copy-state s α and an α-transition which carries the missing rate R(s, α,
only the outgoing α-transitions of s carry over to s α . Hence s α is deterministic in the sense that Act(s α ) = {α}.
Example 4.
Consider the fragment CTMDP in Fig. 4 (a) where λ = ∑ λ i and µ > 0. It is not locally uniform as E(s 0 , α) = λ and E(s 0 , β ) = λ + µ. Applying our transformation, we obtain the locally uniform CTMDP in Fig. 4(b) .
Local uniformization of C introduces new states and transitions in C . The paths in C reflect this and differ from those of C ; more precisely, they may contain sequences of transitions s 
Naturally, merge extends to infinite paths if we do not require π↓ ∈ S ; further, merging a set of paths Π is defined element-wise and denoted merge(Π ).
For the reverse direction, we map sets of paths in C to sets of paths in C ; formally, if
Lemma 2. Let C be a CTMDP and
Our goal is to construct gm-schedulers such that the path probabilities in C and C are equal. Therefore, we first adopt a local view and prove that the probability of a single step in C equals the probability of the corresponding steps in C .
One-step correctness of local uniformization
Consider the CTMDP in Fig. 4 (a) where λ = ∑ λ i . Assume that action α is chosen in state s 0 ; then
λ is the probability to move to state s i (where i ∈ {0, 1, 2}). Hence the probability to reach s i in time interval [0,t] is
Let us compute the same probability for C depicted in Fig. 4(b) : The probability to go from s 0 to s i directly (with action α) is
λ +µ ; however, with probability
λ we instead move to state s α 0 and only then to s i . In this case, the probability that in time interval [0,t] an α-transition of s 0 executes, followed by one of s α 0 is
Hence, we reach state s i with action α in at most t time units with probability
It is easy to verify that (2) and (3) are equal. Thus the probability to reach a (noncopy) successor state in {s 0 , s 1 , s 2 } is the same for C and C . It can be computed by replacing λ i with ∑ λ i in (2) and (3). This straightforwardly extends to the Borel σ -field B(Ê ≥0 ); further, the equality of (2) and (3) 
where
The equality of (2) and (3) proves that the probability of a single step in C equals the probability of one or two transitions (depending on the copy-state) in C . In the next section, we lift this argument to sets of paths in C and C .
Local uniformization is measure preserving
We prove that for any gm-scheduler D (on C ) there exists a gm-scheduler D (on C ) such that the induced probabilities for the sets of paths Π and extend(Π ) are equal. However, as C differs from C , we cannot use D to directly infer probabilities on C . Instead, given a history π in C , we define D(π, ·) such that it mimics the decision that D takes in In the induction step, we extend B with a set of initial path prefixes I = S 0 ×A 0 ×T 0 and consider the base I×B which contains paths of length n + 1:
